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nation | economy

Markets suffer record plunge
House’s rejection of bailout bill leads to
777-point drop in Dow Jones average
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — In a vote
that shook the government, Wall
Street and markets around the world,

the House on Monday defeated a
$700 billion emergency rescue for
the nation’s financial system, leaving both parties’ lawmakers and the
Bush administration scrambling to

pick up the pieces.
Dismayed investors sent the Dow
Jones industrials plunging nearly
800 points, the most ever for a single day.
“We need to put something back
together that works,” a grim-faced
Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson
said after he and Federal Reserve
Chairman Ben Bernanke joined in

an emergency strategy session at the
White House.
On Capitol Hill, Democratic leaders said the House would
reconvene Thursday, leaving open
the possibility that it could salvage
a reworked version of the bill, H.R.
3997.

»

by the numbers
The bill got 228 “aye” votes
to 205 “no” votes. Republican Rep.
Timothy V. Johnson (represents
Charleston) voted “no.”
• Democrats: Aye – 140; No – 95
• Republican: Aye – 65; No – 133

See markets, Page 5

campus | people

city | fire

Overloaded electrical
service cause of fire
Cleanup of damage,
rewiring for ATO house
will cost about $25,000
By Matt Hopf
Associate News Editor
The fire at the Alpha Tau Omega house was caused by overloaded electrical service, said Charleston
Fire Department officials.
Chief Kris Phipps said the insurance company would investigate
if the electrical breaker within the
house was at fault or if the circuit
was overloaded.
Firefighters were called at 6:53
p.m. Thursday night to the ATO
house, 509 Lincoln Ave. No injuries
were reported in the blaze.
Phipps said about $25,000 in

damage was reported to the house.
Electrical rewiring would be required
along with cleaning up smoke damage, he added.
The residents identified the fire
while they were grilling outside,
Phipps said. One of the residents
disconnected power to the building
after noticing smoke coming from
the electrical box, he added
Phipps said the residents did a
good job of notifying the department
and making sure the house was clear.
The residents were not allowed to
move back into the house because
a permit is needed for the electrical
repairs to make sure the house is up
to building codes, Phipps said. Residents of the house were able to find
temporary housing, he added.
Matt Hopf can be reached at 581-7942
or at mthopf@eiu.edu.

floats like a ‘roc’

photo courtesy of the dubois family

Nancy and Michael Dubois visiting Washington ,D.C. The couple were in the capital to be honored for their
work with Operation Starfish, an adoption assistance program.

working for the kids
Eastern faculty travel
to Washington, D.C.,
to receive award,
talk about adoption
By Brittni Garcia
Campus Editor

Eric Hiltner | The Daily Eastern News

Brittany Prysock, sophomore recreations therapy major,
reaches the finish line of Monday’s cardboard boat race after
she navigated the Pemberton Hall boat across Carman Hall’s
pond. The race was the first of this week’s events for the Residence Hall Association’s ROC Fest. There will be an inflatableobstacle course race at 4 p.m. today in the South Quad.

Michael Dubois and his wife,
Nancy Dubois, learned a lot about
adoptions in the United States.
After going to Washington,
D.C., to be recognized for their
work with their adoption program Operation Starfish, Michael
Dubois, student teaching coordinator at Eastern, and Nancy Dubois
learned about the many issues going
on with adoption and foster care in
the United States.
On Sept. 16, Michael and Nancy Dubois traveled to Washington
D.C. to participate in the Congressional Coalition on Adoption Institute after being recipients of the
Angels in Adoption award. About
180 people in the United States
received the award.

“People are showing they care
about kids, and kids have always
been the under-represented group
of people in the world really. …
Unless they have advocates for
them, their stories won’t be heard,”
Nancy Dubois said.
People within Washington,
D.C., encouraged them to go to
their representatives, senators and
other politicians, and lobby for legislation.
“There are things pending in legislation right now that will be helpful to children,” Nancy Dubois
said.
Because the President of Ghana was in Washington, D.C., at the
time, security was heightened and
the Dubois family was unable to
meet with President Bush like they
were supposed to because of a conflict in scheduling.
However, both Michael and
Nancy Dubois said they enjoyed the
White House event and thought it
was nicely done.
The reception at the White
House was held in the executive
office building and hosted by the
individual in charge of faith-based

“It feels good to be
a part of something
like that.”
— Nancy Dubois, on getting
Angels in Adoption award
initiatives for the Bush Administration.
U.S. Sen. Mary Landrieu, D-La.,
co-chair of the Congressional Coalition on Adoption Institute, dedicated a huge amount of her time to
the recipients, answering questions
and helping at all times with support groups.
“She is trying to help make foster care and adoption easier, safer
and better,” Michael Dubois said.
“Honoring these people with these
stories was amazing.”
Many stories about people
adopting children and helping
with adoption needs affected both
Michael and Nancy Dubois.

»

See adoption, Page 5
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Ledger ex-lawyer, insurer spar about policy
LOS ANGELES A former
attorney for Heath Ledger is suing over a $10 million life insurance policy he claims has gone unpaid since the actor's death earlier
this year.
Attorney John S. LaViolette sued
Minnesota-based ReliaStar Life Insurance Co. in July, claiming the
company is trying to avoid paying the claim to Ledger's 2-year-old
daughter Matilda Rose.
The lawsuit doesn't mention
Ledger or his daughter's name, but
states that it is on behalf of a man
who died of "accidental causes on
Jan. 22, 2008."
That is the date the 28-year-old
actor was found dead of an apparent
accidental prescription drug overdose in New York City.
ReliaStar states in its legal response that it is seeking more information about whether Ledger may

have lied on paperwork and about
whether his death may have been a
suicide. LaViolette's lawsuit claims
ReliaStar had to investigate any
statements Ledger made in paperwork while the actor was still alive.
The lawsuit was removed from
Los Angeles Superior Court to federal coutt in August.
The will listed assets and cash of
$118,000, but Heath Ledger's estate
is believed to be worth more than
$16.3 million, Australia's The Sunday Times reported.

The Boss to play at
Super Bowl halftime
NEW YORK - Another Super
Bowl, another rock 'n' roll superstar
at halftime.
Bruce Springsteen and the E
Street Band will perform at the
2009 Super Bowl halftime show in
Tampa, Fla., the NFL and NBC announced Sunday night.
Continuing a run of major talent

that has lately included the Rolling
Stones, U2, Paul McCartney, Prince
and Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers. The Super Bowl will be played
Feb. 1 at Raymond James Stadium.
The 2008 Super Bowl show was
watched by more than 148 million
viewers in the U.S., the NFL said in
its release.

McCready to serve 60 days
for probation violation
FRANKLIN, Tenn. - Country
singer Mindy McCready will surrender to authorities Tuesday to begin
serving a 60-day sentence for violating her probation on a 2004 drug
charge.
McCready's deal with Williamson County prosecutors was announced Monday by her attorney,
Lee Ofman.
The 32-year-old singer was accused in June of falsifying her community service records and charged
with violating her probation.

PHOTO OF THE DAY

Glancing at the castle

ALICIA ROCKEY I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

The American flag reflection waves in a window of a classroom at Old Main.

WHAT THE ... I WEIRD, UNEXPECTED, BIZARRE NEWS

NYjudge says nibble on popcorn at own risk
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - Movie munchers beware! A
New York judge said popcorn purchasers worried
about breaking a tooth on unpopped kernels should
nibble carefully - or eat something else.
Insurance broker Steve Kaplan said he encountered a double dud while watching the movie "Superbad" at the AMC-Lincoln Square Cinema a year
ago: His tooth hutt and the movie was awful.
Kaplan sued the theater to recover $1,250 for
dental repairs. But Manhattan Civil Court Judge
Matthew Cooper ruled that Kaplan could not reasonably expect every kernel to be popped.
Kaplan and the theater's attorney did not return
calls for comment Monday.
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California lapdogs can stay
just that in moving cars
SACRAMENTO, Calif. - Hollywood celebrities can continue to drive with animals nestled in
their laps.
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger is vetoing a bill to
fine motorists $35 for sharing the driver's seat with
lapdogs or other animals.
Republican Assemblyman Bill Maze says the
practice is distracting.

Woman wakes up,
should have smelled the coffee
CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa - It wasn't just the
caffeine that gave an Iowa woman an extra jolt after
she had her morning coffee.
It was also the bat she found in the filter.
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Voter registration
available today until
Thursday

Eastern Illinois University Survey

First, we would like to know your CURRENT perceptions of, or feelings about, Eastern Illlnols University. Please rate EIU on each
attribute using the scale provided. If you feel you cannot respond to a particular attribute, please leave It blank.
Very
poor

Poor

Average

Good

Very
good

Value of an EIU degree
Overall qua lity of campus facilities
such as dining halls, recreation center,
student lounges, residence halls, etc.

r

Ethnic diversity of students on campus
Amount of financial aid available,
Including scholarships
Variety of on-campus activities such
as intramural sports, clubs,
University-sponsored social events,
etc.

0

,.

A representative from the
Southern College of Optometry
in Memphis, Tenn., will host an
information session from 1:30 to
3 p.m. today in Room 2040 in the
Life Sciences Building. Joseph
Hauser, vice president for student
services at the college, will be
available to students interested in
optometry.

Cost to attend
Academic reputation of EIU
EIU's ability to offer students a fun
college experience
Personal attention from administrative
and office staff members

('

EIU Democrats, Kappa
Alpha Psi holding
fundraiser for Obama

Quality of computer and technology
resources available
Value of EIU's contributions to the
eastern Illinois region
Honors program
PHOTO IllUSTRATION ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
On Sept. 25, President Bill Perry sent out a survey to faculty, staff, students and alumni. The survey's goal was to create a successful marketing campaign.

Marketing efforts increased
More than 1,500
e-mail responses
have been received
By EMILY ZULZ
Administration Editor
A survey was sent out to faculty,
staff, students and alumni to help
develop a comprehensive marketing
campaign.
"We need to know more about
ourselves so that we can do a better job of letting others know about
the university," said President Bill
Perry.
The survey, sent on Thursday via
e-mail, will help evaluate the reputation of the university among a
variety of audiences.
The survey is altered depending
on what group it is sent to.
The survey for a current student
will look a little different than the

survey for a current employee.
In a letter outlining his goals for
the university last January, Perry
said he wanted to enhance the marketing efforts.
"One of the things that I found
out when I met with faculty, staff
and student groups last year and
folks from off campus too, alumni,
is a pretty uniform sentiment that
we can do a better job at marketing
the university," Perry said. "By that
I mean, letting people know what
we stand for, who we are, what we
do, all the great things that go on
here."
In response to this, University Marketing and Communications asked Stamats, a higher education research and consulting firm,
to work with the university in identifying the best way to promote the
university with regard to students,
alumni and current faculty and
staff, said Jill Nilsen, vice president
for external affairs.

"We're trying to analyze how
do those various groups view the
university and is there differences
between those groups and the way
they view the university," Nilsen
said.
Nilsen said marketing for the
university currently includes talk of
close interpersonal relationships on
campus, faculty and staff working
closely with students both in and
out of the classroom, a safe campus,
excellent academic programs, as
well as great personal experiences.
"These are the things that we've
been saying about the campus,"
Nilsen said. "What this survey will
help us determine is if each of those
groups that we're targeting, if their
perception of campus matches what
we're saying about the campus."
She said if the university is saying one thing, but participants say
that doesn't match what is happening to them at all, then that part of
the marketing campaign needs to

be looked at more carefully.
"We're saying this about our
campus because we believe it, but
if the groups that we're surveying
don't believe it or don't experience
it then we've got to figure out what's
happening and put a plan together
to do a better job," Nilsen said.
Once the survey is completed,
Stamats will take the information
and do a statistical analysis before
presenting the information to the
university.
Nilsen said she received an excited e-mail Thursday night from the
research analyst.
The survey had just been sent
on Thursday afternoon and Nilsen
said the research analyst had already
received 1,500 responses by 6 p.m.
"The Stamats people were very
excited with that kind of response
rate so quickly," she said.
Emily Zulz can be reached at 5817942 or at eazulz@eiu.edu.

CAMPUS I LATINO HERITAGE MONTH

Lecture to explain significance of Mary
Presentation will
discuss Latin America,
Marian devotion
By KARA KIRKPATRICK
Staft Reporter
Irene Coromina hopes her lecture on the Virgin Mary all throughout Latin America will be a successful one.
"It is an event prepared specifically for Latino H eritage Month," Coromina, a foreign language professor,
said. "It is intended to explore the
significance of the Virgin Mary in
Latin America."

As part of Latino H eritage
Month, Coromina will explore
the devotion to the Virgin Mary
throughout Latin American populations at 4 p.m. today in the Effingham Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
There have been many different
activities and events that have taken place during the month for Latino H eritage Month, including dance
lessons and the annual Latin American Banquet.
Coromina's lecture will detail
the rituals and processions associated with Mary in Latin America as
well as the regional variations of the
name and her current status in the
21st century.

The Eastern chapter of the
NAACP, the Black Student
Union and Delta Sigma Theta
are hosting a voter registration
drive through Thursday. Voter
registration is available from
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. today in the
Coleman Hall, Taylor Hall and the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. The registration booth
will also be in the South Quad on
Oct. 2.

Optometry college
information session in
Life Sciences Building

r
("

CAMPUS BRIEFS

She said Marian devotion, or
devotion to Mary, can bring up
many fascinating questions.
"Marian devotion is a phenomenon worth examining because it
sheds light on public religiosity, an
important aspect of Latin American
culture," Coromina said.
The Virgin Mary is the most
important saint in the Catholic religion, she added.
Coromina will try to prove Mary's
importance to not only Catholics in
America, but also in other countries.
She said it will be beneficial for students to attend.
"Students who may not know
anything about Latin America will
leave the lecture knowing that pop-

ular religious practices are still alive
and well throughout the region,
even though church attendance may
be down in certain areas," Coromina said.
The concept may be difficult to
grasp at first, but attending this lecture will assist in making it easier to
understand and answering any questions students might have, she added.
It's not only important to the Latin culture, but ours as well, she said.
"Its existence is a sign that spirituality is still practiced, and therefore valued," Coromina said.
Kara Kirkpatrick can be reached at
581-7942 or at dennewsdesk@gmail.com.

Kappa Alpha Psi and the EIU
Democrats are hosting the"$
for Obama" fund raising event
through Friday.
The organizations will be
accepting donations of at least
a dollar in the South Quad.
Participants will receive a Barack
Obama sticker, bumper sticker or
a button.
There will also be an Obama
T-shirt raffle.
An Obama campaign
representative will come to
Eastern on Oct. 6 to accept
the donations and speak with
students about the campaign.

Elections/Coronation
meeting tonight for
Homecoming
The Elections/Coronation
Subcommittee for Homecoming
meets at 8 tonight in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Points will be earned for those in
attendance.
-Compiled by Associate News
Editor Matt Hopf and Staff Reporter
Bridget Morris

BLOTTER
Brian McGuigan, 22, of Mokena,
was charged with driving under
the influence of alcohol after
a 2:49a.m. Saturday arrest at
Fourth Street and Grant Avenue,
said the University Police
Department.
A black backpack was reported
stolen on Thursday outside of
Taylor Hall, police said.

COMMENTS, CORRECTIONS, OR
EVENTS
To report any errors, local events
or general suggestions for future
editions please contact our Editor in Chief, Kristina Peters, via:
Phone I 581-7936,
E-mail I DENeic@gmail.com
Office visit 11811 Buzzard Hall
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Other views on news
STUDENTS NEED TO VOTE
Something about this election is different. It has been going on for well
over a year. In this year, the political
landscape has been muddled with little
relevant information. Instead, we know
facto ids like how Sarah Palin's daughter's husband-to-be calls himself a redneck and likes hockey.
More importantly, however, voting is
slowly morphing from the equivalent of
the lazy man's jury duty (a quick fix to
the ever-pressing need to be patriotic)
to a trendy priority. We see it all around
us: bumper stickers that range from the
standard ("McCain '08") to the ironic ("Women for McCain"). The blogosphere has been electrified for more
than a year - quacks, political die-hards,
indie journalists and everyday Americans are all starting to care about this
nation's authority food chain.
For us students, this newfound
attention to the news could either be
great or dreadful. If we get on this voting train, politicians might finally be
forced to pay attention to students as a
viable voting bloc. They would have to
actually pass legislation that helps us,
instead of pathetic headline grabbers
that do nothing - see "College Textbook Affordability and Transparency
Act of 2007." Admittedly, voting can
seem an act akin to picking up a wrapper you see on the street. Sure, it is a
nice thing to do, but is it really going to
change anything? And why should you
vote if you are in a state that has gone
Democratic in the last four election
cycles? Because if we fail to show up,
as we historically and statistically have,
the rest of the nation will leave us in the
dust of its group-specific legislation.
At some point, think about what you
want and then get out and ask for it.
Politicians serve everyone, including us.

Daily Brttin
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EDITORIAL POLICY
The editorial is the majority opinion
of The DEN editorial board. Reach the
opinions editor at:

DENopinions@gmail.com

lETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters to the editor can be
submitted at any time on any topic to
the Opinions Editor to be published in

The Daily Eastern News.
The DENs policy is to run all letters
that are not libelous or potentially
harmful. They must be less than 250
words.
Letters to the editor can be brought
in with identification to The DEN
at 1811 Buzzard H all. Letters may
also be submitted electronically from
the author's EIU e-mail address to
D ENopinions@gmail.com.

STAFF EDITORIAL

Ask your professors for the
facts about the bailout bill
The economic situation in the U.S. is not getOUR VIEW
ting better anytime soon, especially with the Dis• Situation: The bailout bill failed in the House
trict of Columbia's sputtering attempts to write
228-205, and Congressional leaders and the
and pass a bailout bill. Neither of the options
president are rewriting the bill.
being proposed will provide immediate relief to
• Stance: The financial crisis is a historic event
anyone.
that we need to learn about and become better
Eastern's place in the state of affairs is to educitizens so that we can prevent another one.
cate students, and now more than ever we need
to start asking questions about this credit probcaught these fortune 500 fat-cats lying and there
lem because most college grads will end up apply- are criminal implications there that our governing for a mortgage to buy a house.
ment is supposed to be taking care of for us.
Students need to know how this crisis has
Becoming responsible members of democracy requires us to put our politicians feet to the
evolved so that one can be avoided in the future.
In that regard, asking questions can help us all
fire for these lapses in judgment and accountability. Everyone is to blame: taxpayers, homeowners,
realize how to manage those companies we'll
banks, lenders, government agencies, lawmakers
work for in the future AND to not buy houses
we cannot afford.
and even the media.
The facts of the disaster are fairly simple: a lot
Therefore, we not only have a failed economy,
of incompetent bankers loaned mass amounts of
but we have a failed democratic society, and we
need to learn how to become better citizens while
money to a lot of incompetent would-be homeowners. The basic factor involved on both sides
we're already paying to be taught valuable life lesof the issue is greed.
sons.
So make a point to ask your professors for
Businesses wanted more profit and hard working patrons wanted more glamour. As a result of
information and discussions about the bailout
these typical Amersituation and its
potential outican trends: poli"Everyone is to blame: taxpayers,
ticians, company
comes. The Daily
CEOs and taxpayEastern News edihomeowners, banks, lenders,
ers alike are stumtorial board is not
government agencies, lawmakers and
here to tell which
bling over their
even the media."
option is the lesswords in desperate
er of two or three
attempts to know
evils, but that people will ask you in 20 years
how to handle an impossible situation.
where you were when the news broke that Wall
What we should all be hoping for in the end
are a whole lot offederal indictments because
Street was going bankrupt.
books were cooked far beyond anything you'd see
To the professors who may comply with such
on the food channel.
requests, tell your students how it happened and
In the meantime, $700 billion is at stake and
show them the evidence and how the processes
the H ouse failed the bailout bill228-205. The
were supposed to have worked.
simple fact that many politicians showed up on
A general understanding of government won't
such short notice to cast a vote is remarkable, but
help our grads anymore.
also a sign of the time that we need to pay attenComprehensive discussions and write-in camtion to.
paigns will be vital to putting the squeeze on our
government officials.
The last time such a bailout was approved was
during the Great Depression, and we've all studGone are the days of campus protests, but let's
ied what happened when that bailout drasticalstart new traditions of protesting our governly failed.
ment. The first step would be to learn of where
And if you think about it, $700 billion dividour Congressional representatives have their officed by 30 I million taxpayers equates to more than
es and how to establish contact. One would only
$2,300 per taxpayer. And you're contribution will hope that a successful initiative would inspire
other college communities to do the same.
go to the worthy cause of allowing your lender to
Without having been educated to the way our
once again jackknife you next week.
country works, we'll never prevent such a catasWhen in reality, your tax money should be
used to make sure these critical situations are nev- trophe from happening again. Maybe this was
er encountered. And while politicians point fina sign that our way of life needs to change, and
gers at who's to blame and they throw ideolomaybe this was a sign that all good things must
gies around like it's our tax money, one of our top come to an end sometime.
If nothing else, Illinois citizens can hope for
principles in this country is that of capitalism.
If we believe in it so much, then why aren't we
a Barack Obama presidential victory so that he
making sure it thrives properly? It's not a matter
can use his influence to protect us as President
of regulation versus free market affairs, the simGeorge W. Bush has done for Texas on numerplicity leads right back to the fact that nobody
ous occasions.

Barack Obama and the Democrats are
fond of placing blame for the mortgage
crisis we are facing on the economic policies of the Bush administration. H owever,
concerning the root of this problem, the
failure of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, I
will defer to former President Bill Clinton
who said last week, "I think the responsibility the Democrats have may rest more
in resisting the efforts by Republicans in
the Congress or by me when I was President to put some standards and tighten up a little on Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac."
According to Obama and the Democrats, it was conservative, free-market policies endorsed by George Bush and John
McCain that led to this mess. H owever,
the companies that made money by way
of predatory lending have made it clear
whose policies they prefer.
Democrats like Obama, H illary Clinton, John Kerry and Chris Dodd do not
top the list of recipients of Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac contributions because
these companies thought Republicans
would help them turn a profit.
Former Fannie Mae CEO Daniel
Mudd did not call Democrats the "conscience of Fannie Mae" because he wanted more regulation on his company.
Former Fannie Mae CEO Franklin Raines is not one of the Obama campaign's chief financial advisors because he
profited from Republican policies.
Former Fannie Mae CEO Jim Johnson did not chair Obama's vice presidential search committee because he wanted
McCain to be president.
In 2005, John McCain co-sponsored
legislation that would increase regulation
of mortgage lenders. This was blocked by
Congressional Democrats.
In 2003, the Bush administration proposed a new agency with the specific purpose of regulating Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. This was blocked by Congressional Democrats.
The Community Reinvestment Act
forces banks to lend to people, especially minorities, with poor credit. This is one
of the causes of the exponential growth
of sub-prime lending which is the cause
of the housing bubble that was a disaster
waiting to happen.
Their hearts were in the right place,
and they had a noble goal, but the Democrats' emotions blinded them to the fact
that banks, like any other business, cannot spend money in a government-mandated charity effort to put people in
homes that they cannot actually afford.
The mess we are in is not proof that
the unbridled free market will lead to
disaster. The free market wasn't in play.
Government involvement caused this
disaster. This is not to say that the government doesn't have a place in leveling the playing field, helping people who
fall on hard times, and keeping corporate
accountants from cooking the books and
taking advantage of people, but after recognizing this problem at the last moment
and watching the debacle of Congress trying to address it, the merits of limited
government should be self-evident.
We can't afford much more.

Matt Zimmerman is a political science
major. He can be reached at 581-7942 or
at DENopinwns@gmailcom.
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Bailout vote ends in blame game for all
The Associated Press
A brutal round of partisan fingerpointing followed Monday's House
vote rejecting a bill intended to prop
up the sagging U.S. financial markets.
Republicans
blamed
House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi's scathing
speech near the close of the debate which assailed Bush's economic policies and a "right-wing ideology of
anything goes, no supervision, no
discipline, no regulation" of financial
markets - for the defeat. It was not
much different from the California
senator's usual tough words against
the president and his party.
"We could have gotten there

>> Adoption
FROM PAGE 1

"A lady visits an orphanage in
Khuzestan [in Iran] bringing supplies
like diapers and stuff because they
don't have it there," Michael Dubois
said. "Another lady is headed to China with similar ... supplies to a lady
there, who is running an orphanage
for children whose parents have been
executed or are in prison."
At the gala, Sen. Hilary Clinton,
D-N.Y., made a surprise visit. She
gave a 15-minute speech in front of
500 people speaking about what she
has worked on as a senator and how
important adoption is.
Michael Dubois said Clinton
spoke about the tax credit for adoption and Clinton acknowledged
issues with grandparents wanting to
be involved with foster care.
"There is a bill pending that
makes it easier for them to get financial resources," Michael Dubois said.
Nancy Dubois said there are 200plus congressmen supporting the
Congressional Coalition on Adoption Institute, which is the largest
non-partisan congressional coalition.
"Getting that many politicians
to agree on anything is quite a deal,
especially those from both parties,"
Michael Dubois said.
On Sept. 16, people were put into
groups of five to discuss issues with
congressmen and senators. Unfortunately, Michael and Nancy Dubois
were mistakenly assigned to a group
ofstaffers; however, they talked to an
aide, which was very informative.
Within a few days of being home,
Operation Starfish, their adoption assistance program, was con-

NOW OPEN

YOU HAYI TO Bl HIRI'

today had it not been for the partisan speech that the speaker gave on
the floor of the House," said Republican leader John Boehner, R-Ohio.
Rep. Roy Blunt, R-Mo., the
whip, estimated that Pelosi's speech
changed the minds of a dozen
Republicans who might otherwise
have supported the plan.
That amounted to an appalling
accusation by Republicans against
Republicans, said Rep. Barney Frank,
D-Mass., chairman of the Financial
Services Committee: "Because somebody hurt their feelings, they decide
to punish the country."
More than a repudiation of
Democrats, Frank said, Republicans'
refusal to vote for the bailout was a

tacted. While in Washington they
exchanged contact information with
other people who were doing the
same work they do.
During the past weekend, Nancy
Dubois received a phone call from
a Utah family in need of financial
assistance.
A Florida family wants to travel to the family in Utah to give their
child up for adoption and see the
family. The family members in Florida are unable to pay their way there,
so Operation Starfish has stepped in
to provide their airfare.
The Dubois family is currently
dealing with adoption issues within their own family, after they found
out their adopted daughter has a
brother in Romania.
Laws are stopping the family
from adopting him. However, while
in Washington, D.C., the family met
with Gerry W Fuller, a U.S. State
Department employee of the Office
of Children's Issues, Bureau of Consular Affuirs.
'1t was providential; he was the
person we wanted to see," Michael
Dubois said. "He has promised to
study the problem to facilitate this."
Overall, both Michael and Nancy Dubois felt honored to be a part
of the trip.
"It feels good to be a part of
something like that," Nancy Dubois
said.
They encourage people to get
involved and donate to Operation
Starfish to help families, she added.
"Without people to help us to
raise funds we can't help people in
need," Nancy Dubois said.
Brittni Garcia can be reached at 581 7942 or at bmgarcia@eiu.edu.

rejection of their own president.
The two men campaigning to
replace Bush watched the situation
closely - from afar - and demanded action.
In Iowa, Republican John
McCain said his rival Barack
Obama and congressional Democrats "infused unnecessary partisanship into the process. Now is not the
time to fix the blame; it's time to fix
the problem."
Obama
said,
"Democrats,
Republicans, step up to the plate,
get it done."
Lawmakers were under extraordinary pressure from powerful outside
groups, which gave notice they considered the legislation a "key vote" -

WHAT'S NEXT
If Congress doesn't come
around on a bailout, more pressure would fall on the Federal Reserve.
The Fed, which has been providing billions in short-term loans
to squeezed banks to help them
overcome credit stresses, could
keep expanding those loans to
encourage lending.

one they would consider when rating members of Congress.
The U.S. Chamber of Commerce
said opponents of the bailout would
pay for their stance.
"Make no mistake: When the

>> Markets

"The legislation may have failed;
the crisis is still with us:'

FROM PAGE 1

All sides agreed the effort to bolster ailing financial markets, potentially the biggest government intervention since the Great Depression,
could not be abandoned.
But in a remarkable display
on Monday, a majority of House
members slapped aside the best version their leaders and the administration had been able to come up
with, bucking presidential speeches, pleading visits from Paulson and
Bernanke and urgent warnings that
the economy could nosedive without the legislation.
In the face of thousands of
phone calls and e-mails fiercely
opposing the measure, many lawmakers were not willing to take the
political risk of voting for it just five
weeks before the elections.
The bill went down, 228-205.
The House Web site was overwhelmed as millions of people
sought information about the measure through the day.
The legislation the administration promoted would have allowed
the government to buy bad mortgages and other sour assets held by
troubled banks and other financial
institutions. Getting those debts
off their books should bolster those
companies' balance sheets, making them more inclined to lend and
ease one of the biggest choke points
in a national credit crisis. If the
plan worked, the thinking went,
it would help lift a major weight
off the national economy, which is
already sputtering.
Hoping to pick up enough GOP

aftermath of congressional inaction
becomes clear, Americans will not
tolerate those who stood by and let
the calamity happen," said R. Bruce
Josten, the Chamber's top lobbyist,
in a letter to members.
The conservative Club for
Growth made a similar threat to
supporters of the bailout.
"We're all worried about losing
our jobs," Rep. Paul Ryan, R-Wis.,
declared in an impassioned speech
in support of the bill before the vote.
"Most of us say, 'I want this thing to
pass, but I want you to vote for it not me."'
"We're in this moment, and if we
fail to do the right thing, Heaven
help us," he said.

-House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif.
votes for the next try, Republicans
floated several ideas. One would
double the $100,000 ceiling on
federal deposit insurance. Another
would end rules that require companies to devalue assets on their
books to reflect the price they could
get in the market.
In the meantime, Paulson said
he would work with other regulators "to use all the tools available
to protect our financial system and
our economy. Our tool kit is substantial but insufficient," indicating
the government intended to continue piecemeal fixes while pressing
Congress for broader action.
Stocks started plummeting on
Wall Street even before Monday's
vote was over, as traders watched
the rescue measure going down on
television. Meanwhile, lawmakers
were watching them back.
As a digital screen in the House
chamber recorded a cascade of "no"
votes against the bailout, Democratic Rep. Joe Crowley of New
York shouted news of the falling
Dow Jones industrials. "Six hundred points!" he yelled, jabbing his
thumb downward.
The final stock carnage was 777
points, far surpassing the 684-point
drop on the first trading day after
the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks.
In the House, "no" votes came
from both the Democratic and
Republican sides of the aisle. More
than two-thirds of Republicans and

40 percent of Democrats opposed
the bill. Several Democrats in close
election fights waited until the last
moment, then went against the bill
as it became clear the vast majority
of Republicans were opposing it.
In all, 65 Republicans joined
140 Democrats in voting "yes,"
while 133 Republicans and 95
Democrats voted "no."
The overriding question was
what to do next.
"The legislation may have failed;
the crisis is still with us," said House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif, in
a news conference after the defeat.
"What happened today cannot
stand."
Republican leader John Boehner, R-Ohio, said he and other
Republicans were pained to vote for
such measure, but he agreed that in
light of the potential consequences
for the economy and all Americans,
'1 think that we need to renew our
efforts to find a solution that Congress can support."
Sen. Chris Dodd, D-Conn., said
there was scant time to reopen legislation that was the product of hardfought bipartisan negotiations.
"What happened today was not
a failure of a bill, it was a failure
of will," said Dodd, the Banking
Committee chairman. "Our hope is
that cooler heads will prevail, people will think about what they did
today and recognize that this is not
just scare tactics - it's reality."
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CAMPUS I ENERGY

Computer servers made more I green'
New upgrades will cut energy
use by up to 33 percent while
raising computing abilities
By JCCLARK
Staff Reporter
It doesn't matter if you're a PC or a Mac,
because the entire network is "going green."
In an effort to cut energy costs, Information Technology Services has recently upgraded its servers and how they are utilized to optimize efficiency.
ITS has begun using blade server technology
coupled with special software to increase Eastern's computing capabilities while lowering the
relative energy costs.

These new measures could not only impacr
Eastern's energy footprint, but also its bottom
line.
ITS Associate Director Brian Murphy said
the upgrades Eastern has begun implementing
could lower the energy usage of our servers by
25 to 33 percent.
By using blade servers, ITS is able to pack
10 blades into one chassis, which serves as the
main power and cooling source, as opposed to
needing to power and cool each server individually.
This also decreases the amount of space
needed to house the servers, which Murphy
said will allow for renovations to outdated cooling systems in the future that could cut energy usage.
"lhey allow us to attack the problem of serv-

er sprawl," said Murphy. "To be honest, a lot of
our cooling systems are 30 years old."
Virtual machine software, or VMware,
gives Eastern the ability to more efficiently use
the servers Eastern already has by consolidating applications that use less capacity onto one
server.
Murphy said that before virtualization, ITS
was forced to use an entire server for an application that only utilized a fraction of its capabilities.
"Driving up your utilization rate basically
gets you more bang for your buck," he said.
Murphy said it will be some time before the
true fiscal benefit will become apparent, because
the conversion to blade servers and VMware
will take one to two years to fully complete.
There are several things srudents can do to

minimize energy usage while taking advantage
of the technological resources at hand.
Ameren CIPS spokesman Leigh Morris said
simple things like turning off computers when
they aren't in use and unplugging cell phone
chargers can go a long way.
"Many energy savers are simple, intuitive
and common sense, but many people just don't
do them," said Morris. "If 10,000 students
don't do it, that's a significant amount of energy
and a significant impact on the environment."
Morris also suggested that those in the market for a new computer should check energy
star ratings and consumer reports before buying.

JC Clark can be reached at581-7942 or atjrdark2@
eiu.edu.

LOCAL I M EDICAL TREATM ENT

Coles County Health Program plans low-cost clinic
Focus on preventative care to
save money, lives in long run
By KRYSTAL MOYA
City Editor
The Coles Community Health Program
plans to undertake the building of a free clinic
to serve the 17.4 percent of Coles County residents in the area without health insurance.
The clinic will provide basic and primary
care to Coles County residents at a discounted rate of about $10 or less depending on the
person's standing in the state poverty guidelines. Coles County rates 24th of 26 counties in Central IUinois with the lowest medi-

an income. The usual cost for a routine visit is
about $100 without insurance.
The county's median income is averaged
at $32,286, while the state median income is
approximately $50,000.
In turn, 9,300 people rely on public aid in
the forms of Medicare, All Kids and Medicaid,
which results in high co-pays on normal doctor visits.
"The Coles Community Clinic is dedicated
to meeting the health care needs of the medically underserved citizens of Coles County with compassion and excellence in health
care," said Mike Murray, the CCH P president.
H ealth officials said that the purpose of
these clinics is to provide preventative care
and save people's money and lives in the long

run. Emergency visits and developing illnesses
can be deterred by the access to health care the
clinic will give.
According to ColesCommunityClinic.org,
which is run by the CCHP, the clinic aims to
center medical services around medical issues
that rely on preventative care such as child
abuse, teen pregnancy, tobacco utilization and
cardiovascular and cerebrovascular disease.
Coles County has higher rates in most of these
areas of medical concern than the state averages.
Child abuse and neglect rates are at 47.8
people out of every 1,000, compared to the
state average of 26.7 people per I ,000, according to ColesCommuniryClinic.org.
Teen pregnancy is at 12 percent. Tobac-

co utilization is at 29 percent and 53 percent
of deaths in Coles County are from cardiovascular and cerebrovascular disease, according
ColesCommuniryClinic.org.
The clinic is staffed with one part-time physician, two nurse practitioners or phy.sician
assistants and one registered nurse.
It will cost approximately $600,000 in startup costs, half of which has already been raised
by the CCHP.
Eastern students without insurance can utilize the facility as well.
CCH P hopes to have the clinic completed
in two years.
Krystal Maya can be reached at 581 -7942 or at
ksmoya@eiu.edu.

STATE I RO UN D UP

Firefighter charged with felony possession of child porn possession
The Associated Press
STICKNEY - A suburban Chicago fire
lieutenant has been charged with felony possession of child pornography.
The FBI said Monday that agents arrested
53-year-old Michael]. Grueber at his N orth
Riverside home on Friday.
The bureau said agents searching Grueber's home found 53 compact discs containing images of apparent minor children engaging in sexually explicit activity.
Grueber has been released on bond. N o
phone listing was available for a Michael

Grueber in N orth Riverside.
Meyer said Grueber has been suspended
without pay pending the outcome of his trial.
Meyer said the department is shocked and
disappointed in the charges against Grueber.

Witness says Damm
left work with victim
GALENA - A witness in a Waterloo,
Iowa, man's murder trial says he saw the
accused man leave work with the 13-year-old
victim the day she disappeared.
A former employee of David Damm testified at his trial in Galena on Monday that

Damm left work with Donnisha H ill in
October 2006.
The employee, T im H ampton, says Damm
called later that day and told him to pull
$1,600 from a stash in the dealership's ceiling.
Damm is accused of hiring Bruce Burt to
kill H ill and bury her body in Ulinois to cover up allegations of sexual abuse.
Burt has admitted to killing H ill and
dumping her body.
H ampton testified that H ill would call
Damm at work several times a day in September and October 2006.
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Damm's trial is expected to continue next
week.

Soldier from southern Illinois killed
while on patrol in Iraq
BELLEVILLE - A 22-year-old soldier
from southern lllinois has died after a vehicle
accident in Iraq.
The Department of Defense says U.S. Army
Private First Class Jamel A. Bryant of Belleville
died Saturday while on patrol in Wahida, Iraq.
Bryant was part of the 40th Engineer Battalion in the 1st Armored Division's 2nd Brigade Combat Team in Baumholder, Germany.
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STATE I TRIAL

BRIEFS
The Associated Press

Lawmakers considering
safe-haven law changes
LINCOLN, Neb.- Some
key Nebraska lawmakers are
discussing an age limit and
other possible changes to the
state's new safe-haven law that
has led parents to abandon
children as old as 17.
The group of six met Sunday
night to start discussing
possible changes to the law.
The meeting followed the
massive publicity after nine
brothers and sisters, ages 1
to 17, were left at a hospital
Wednesday.
Sen. Mike Flood, speaker of the
Legislature, says "everything's
on the table:'

AI-Maliki says security
pact in U.S., Iraqi interest

CHRIS WALKER I MCT
Antoin "Tony" Rekzo arrives at the Dirksen U.S. Courthouse to hear the verdict in his corruption trial on June 4 in Chicago. Rezko was a longtime fundraiser for Ill. Gov. Rod Blagojevich. Some speculate that Rezko may have given information on Blagojevich's administration for a lighter sentence.

Rezko courthouse visits fuel rumors
The Associated Press
CHICAGO - Convicted political fixer Antoin "Tony" Rezko has
been quietly visiting Chicago's federal courthouse, setting off speculation that he may be spilling secrets
to federal prosecutors in return for a
lenient sentence.
Prosecutors investigating Gov.
Rod Blagojevich's administration
would plainly like to hear what Rezko knows, and there is plenty of
incentive to talk.
"Jail is horrible and Tony Rezko
has just two options," said Jay Stewart, executive director of the Better Government Association. "One
option is to do nothing and get a
full sentence. The other is to cooperate with prosecutors."
Attorneys with knowledge of the
government's investigation of corruption in state government said
they are convinced the key fundraiser for Gov. Rod Blagojevich and
Sen. Barack Obama is either talking
or about to do so.
Two attorneys said Monday they
and other lawyers have been contacted by prosecutors seeking to check

information that only Rezko could
have told them.
Both attorneys spoke only on
condition of anonymity, saying prosecutors have sought to keep such
matters secret as part of the grand
jury investigation.
The Chicago Tribune reported
Sunday it had found four lawyers
who claimed to have been called by
prosecutors with information that
seemed to be from Rezko.
Rezko, 53, a one-time miUionaire
real estate developer and fast-food
entrepreneur, raised funds for many
lllinois politicians - more than $1
million for Blagojevich.
And in return, he became one of
the governor's key advisers.
He also raised money for Obama's
lllinois campaigns but not for his
presidential bid. Obama has donated $159,000 in Rezko-related contributions to charity.
Rezko was convicted in June of
mail fraud, wire fraud, attempted
extortion and money laundering.
Witnesses said he launched a scheme
to get $7 million in payoffs from a
contractor and a group of money
management firms that were hop-

ing to do business with state boards
stacked with his political allies.
Some of the charges carry a maximum sentence of20 years each.
His scheduled Oct. 28 sentencing comes only days before an election that Obama hopes will propel
him to the White House. Republican rival John McCain has been running TV ads linking Obama to Rezko. But Obama's name surfaced only
briefly at the trial and there was no
evidence of wrongdoing on Obama's
part.
Rezko also faces trial next year on
charges of swindling General Electric Capital Corp. out of $10 million in the sale of a pizza business.
The sheer size of the loss could send
him to prison for many more years if
he is convicted.
And Rezko is also facing allegations in Las Vegas that he failed to
pay debts totaling almost $800,000
to three gambling casinos.
'1f he is convicted of causing the
loss of $10 million he is looking at
a very high sentence and that obviously shifts a tremendous amount
of leverage to the prosecution side
- the only way to get out of that is

to cooperate," said former federal prosecutor Anthony Barkow, now
executive director of the Center for
Administration of Criminal Law at
New York University.
Rezko attorney William Ziegelmueller declined to comment and
attorney Joseph Duffy, the lead
counsel at Rezko's trial, did not
immediately return a call from The
Associated Press on Monday.
Rezko had been scheduled for
sentencing Sept. 3 and U.S. District
Judge Amy St. Eve repeatedly said
she wanted to keep that date.
But in late August she postponed
the sentencing to Oct. 28 after
defense lawyers said they needed
more time to file post-trial motions.
At the same time, federal marshals
began taking Rezko from the Metropolitan Correctional Center where
he is being held to the courthouse
where prosecutors have their offices.
He entered through a basement
garage and went upstairs on a back
elevator unseen by the public.
But reports of his presence in the
building quickly spread - and so did
speculation that he might be willing
to do an about-face.

BAGHDAD - Prime Minister
Nouri ai-Maliki said Monday
that the government is ready
to compromise to reach a
security accord with the United
States because Iraq still needs
American troops despite the
drop in violence.
In an interview with The
Associated Press, ai-Maliki said
neither he nor Iraq's parliament
will accept any pact that fails
to serve the country's national
interests.
A poorly constructed plan
would provoke so much discord
in Iraq that it could threaten his
government's survival, he said.
AI-Maliki said, however, that he
is firmly committed to reaching
an accord that would allow U.S.
troops to remain in the country
beyond next year.
"We regard negotiating and
reaching such an agreement as
a national endeavor, a national
mission, a historic one.lt is a
very important agreement that
involves the stability and the
security of the country and the
existence of foreign troops. It
has a historic dimension," aiMaliki said.
The prime minister also noted
the high cost paid by American
taxpayers, the U.S. military and
the forces of other coalition
members to bring Iraq freedom.
"We appreciate and we respect
their sacrifices; AI-Maliki said,
adding that the deaths of the
US troops killed would act as
a bridge between the two
countries.
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TOWNHOUSES: 3-4 bedroom,
$200 pip. Refrigerator, stove,
water, trash, central air. 2347368
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

1,2,3,4 bedroom Houses and
only
Duplexes Campus side!
seconds away! jensenrentals.
com-21 7.345.6100
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
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Old Main. WI D. $375/ month. No
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couple or single. $385 for 1 or
$435 for 2. 1/2 duplex-1 block
N. of O' Brien Field for school year

FOR RENT: One, Two, and Three
Bedroom Apartments, two blocks
from Old Main, starting at $350/
MO. 21 7-549-1060, 21 7-5496979

_ _ _ _ _ _ ____:00

2009-2010. Call jan 345-8350.

Lincolnwood Pinetree Apartments

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,QO

has single & 2 BR apts. Great
space, large closets, close to
campus. Affordable rent. We also
accept pets. Call 345-6000.

for rent

Efficiency, close to campus, $325/
month, including utilities, NC.
Male only, no smoking, no pets.
345-3232, days.

_ _ _ _ _ _ ____:00

_ _ _ _ _ _ ____:00

ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: O nly
2 units left! Short term leases
available, rates for 1, 2, or 3
people.
1 .5 baths, furnished,
behind Subway. 345-0936
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/30

baths, ful l basement with washer/
dryer, central air, large yard. For
school year 2009-2010. 1 block
N. of O' Brien Field. Call jan 345-

person. NC, WI D, trash included.
345-2982

8350

_ _ _ _ _ _ ____:00

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,QO

Still need an apt? PARK PLACE
has a couple units left. Negotiable
rates & lease length. Furnished,
parking incl. Next to the Union.
348-1479
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/30

WWW.CHUCKTOWNRENTALS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,QO

Large 1 and 2 BR apts., extremely
close to campus. Only a couple
left. Great deal! 273-2048, 3456000

FOR 2009-2010: VERY N ICE 1,

_ _ _ _ _ _ ____:00

2, 3, 4, 6, 7, AND 8 BR HOUSES
AND
TOWNHOUSES.
A LL
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MORE INFORMATION, CALL
21 7-493 -7559, OR VISIT US AT

Available jan 1st. 1 BR apt. Water
and trash included, off street
parking. $400/ mo. Buchanan St.
apts. 345-1266

BEST LOCATION ON CAMPUS:
Newly remodeled 3 bedroom
house directly across from Student
Rec Center. $400 per person. Call
549-5296.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/30

COM

www.myeiuhome.com.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,QO

GREAT HOUSES on 1st and

EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES
NOW SHOWING 2009-2010

1 lth St. 2, 4, 5, and 6 BR's w ith
WID and dishwashers. www.
gbadgerrentals.com 345 -9595
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ lOB

2,3,4,5,6,7,8
BEDROOM
APARTMENTS,
DUPLEXES,
HOUSES. VIEW PROPERTIES AT

Open: 3 bedroom house. Renting
now and for 2009. $800 a month.
Great location. 345-9422.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10~
Open: 2 bedroom apartment.
Close to campus for $650 a
month. 1/2 Bath, WID, water, gas,
and trash included. Renting for
summer and fall 2009: 1 bedroom
and 2 bedroom apartments. 3459422
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10~
NOW

LEASING

FOR

09-10

WWW.EIPROPS.COM OR CALL
217-345 -6210.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,QO

7 Bedroom, 2 Bath House near
Rec
Center.
Washer/Dryer,
Dishwasher, Central A ir. Large
Rooms, N ice. 345-6967
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,QO

3

Bedroom

Houses:

Washer/

Dryers, Dishwashers. 5 Bedroom
House near Rec Center: Washer/
Dryer, Dishwasher, Central A ir.
345 -6967
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,QO

SCHOOL YEAR! 1, 2, and 3
BR fully furnished apartments
available at great locations! CALL
TODAY TO SEE THEM! Unique
Homes Properties, 21 7- 3455022, www.unique-properties.net
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22

2 or 3 BR. SHORT WALK TO
CAMPUS $250 PER/PERSON.

NEED

Large 4 bedroom 2 bath house.

ROOMMATES?

Unique

3 BR. AWAY FROM CAMPUS.
BOTH WITH APPLIANCES, WID.
TRASH. PHONE 345-7244, 6490651
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,QO

$. 30 per word for the first day
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day

Non-student Classified Rates
$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day
Monthly Online classified adYerllslng available
@ \\rww delU\e\\rs.com

for rent

LOOKING FOR A BARGAIN?
BRITIANY
RIDGE

Female sublessor needed Spring
Semester 2009!
Brand new
Town houses o n 9th St. Washer/

't'

't'

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

_ _ _ _ _ _ ____:00

BEAUTIFUL 2 STORY HOUSEfurnishedfor 7-8 girls at $31Oeach.
Hardwood floors, furnishings
include leather furniture. 2 1/2

for rent

Family room, living room, WI D.
$235 per person. Lease negotiable.
345-6967.

SPRING '09! Located right next
to campus, fully furnished, and
spacious floor plans. Unique
Homes Properties, 217-345-5022,
www.unique-properties.net
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22

- - - - - - - - 1/ 12

't'

5 Bedroom Apt. near campus
available for Fall 08 @ $325/

_ _ _ _ _ _ ____:00
Need 3 BRS? Large rooms!
Available jan. Water, trash, &
elec. included. 345-1266

_ _ _ _ _ _ ____:00
5 BR HOUSE FOR RENT: 2 1/2
Bath, HUGE yard! Next to Greek
Court. $375/person. 345 -3353

_ _ _ _ _ _ ____:00
N ice 3 bedroom house. CA, WI D,
bar, off-street parking. Call 217202-4456

_ _ _ _ _ _ ____:00
YOU'VE SEEN THE REST, NOW
TRY THE BEST!!!! Campus
Pointe Apartments offers 2 and 3
bedrooms with individual leases
AND roommate matching. Our
rent includes CABLE, HI-SPEED
INTERNET, PHONE, WATER,
SEWER, AN D TRASH. Plus, we
give you $60-$75 toward your
monthly electric bill!!! . . . AN D
THAT'S NOT ALL! We have a
24-hour clubhouse that offers a
tanning bed, fitness center, game
room, and computer lab with
unlimited printing. CALL 3456001 or visit www.apartmentseiu.
com today!

APARTMENTS:

1, 2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO
CHOOSE FROM. 345-6533
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

www.

pump, WI D, new carpet. 10-12
mo lease. $900/ mo. 549-5402
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

New Four Bedroom Apartments.

NOW RENTING FALL '08-'09:

Extremely Close to Campus. Across
from Lantz. Fully Furnished. $415/
month. Grantview Apartments.
345-3353.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

Efficiencies, 1,2, and 3 bedrooms.
All utilities, cable. and internet
included. 234-7368
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

University Village: 4 bedroom
houses, $450/per person. All
utilities included. 345-1400
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
FALL 09-10: 1, 2 & 3 BR. APTS.
WATER & TRASH INCLU DED.
PLENTY
OF
OFF-STREET

FURNISHED 2 BR Apt. w/ stove,
fridge, microwave. 3 blocks from
campus. $265 each for 2 o r $450
for single. 2003 S. 12th St. Ph.
348-7746
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
2 BR Unfurnished Apt. Stove,
fridge, microwave. $240 each for

PARKING. BUCHANAN
ST.
APTS. CALL 345-12 66.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

2 o r $425 single. 1305 18th St.
Ph. 348-7746
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Trash
and parking included. Great
location. Cal l 217-345-2363.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

3 BR apt. for lease. 1OS 1 7th
St. No pets. 345-7286, www.
jwi II iamsrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

FALL
'08
QUALITY/
CONVENIENCE. 2 & 3 bedroom

2 BR apts. for lease. 1530 1st St.
and 1041 7th St No pets. 3457286, www.jwil liamsrental.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

apartments. Washer &
blocks
included.
1-2

Dryer
from

't'

for rent

Houses for '09: 3, 4, 5, and 6
BR. Close to campus, laundry,
parking, no pets. 345-7286, www.
jwi lliamsrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
2 YEAR-OLD 3 BR 2 BA DUPLEX.
EXCELLENT
LOCATION.
WASHER/DRYER, DISHWASHER,
DISPOSAL THREE VAN ITIES
INCLUDED. CALL (21 7)493 7559 OR VISIT US AT WWW.
MYEIUHOME.COM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
3 and 4 bedroom apts. furn ished
and
Unfurnished-awesome
Location!
jjbapartments.com21 7.345.6100
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
Price reduced: Brittany Ridge
Townhouses, 3-4 bedrooms.
Refrigerator, stove, water, trash,
central air. 234-7368
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
1 and 2 Br. apartments on the
square. All utilities included
except electricity. $475-$500.
Call 234-7368.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
3 and 4 bedroom apts. $600-$700
per month. 6 to choose from. Call
234-7368.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
2 to 6 BR houses with everything!
Great locations, very close to
campus.
www.gbadgerrentals.
com 345-9595
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
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PANTHER BRIEFS

Men's golf is 12th
at Murray State
The Eastern men's golf team is in
12th place of 14 teams during the
two day Murray State Invitational at
the Miller Memorial Golf Course in
Murray, Ky.
Eastern is in 12th place with a
combined team score of 592 strokes.
Fellow Ohio Valley Conference
member Murray State leads the field
with a combined two-round score of
551 strokes.
Miller Memorial is playing 6,601
yards to par of71.
Eastern freshman Gino Parrodi
was the top golfer for the Panthers
with a combined two-round score
of 145, which is enough for a tie for
22nd place.
Junior Matt Bird is in a tie for
27th place with a score of 146.
Morehead State's Jeff Pierce leads
the field with a two-round score of
134.
Play continues today with 18
holes remaining.

Football ranked No. 25
in coaches poll
Despite this weekend's loss to
Jacksonville State, the Eastern football team remained ranked in the
FCS Coaches Poll as they came in at
No. 25.
Last week, the Panthers were
ranked No. 20.
Eastern was not ranked in the
Spotting Network rankings, but

>> Again
FROM PAGE 12

Eastern red-shin sophomore cornerback Rashad H aynes said the
Panthers were hyped in the locker
room both before the game and during halftime.
But he said the Panthers' demeanor changed once they took the field.
"You could just see it on everybody's face," H aynes said. "Everybody's heads were going down."
H aynes said the Panthers have yet
to play a full game this season.
H e said that would be a necessity if Eastern wants to win the Ohio
Valley Conference championship.
"We came out in the second half,
and they scored two points or something," H aynes said about Jacksonville State. "Why couldn't we do that
in the first half?"
Eastern red-shirt junior quarterback Bodie Reeder said Eastern's coaching staff warned the team
about having a letdown game following the win against Illinois State.
But he had just two words to
describe the Panthers' loss to Jacksonville State: pathetic and embarrassing.
"We had a huge emotional high
last week in beating a team on the

received 382 votes that would have
put them in 26th place.
Jacksonville State moved to No.
20 in the FCS Coaches Poll, while
they were ranked No. 21 in The
Spotting Network Poll after defeating Eastern.
James Madison (4-1) was tanked
No. 1 in both the FCS Coaches Poll
and The Spotting Network Poll.

>> Atkinson
FROM PAGE 12

Freshman year, Nic was redshined for outdoor cross country, while Nate was red-shirred for
indoor track. Sophomore year, Nic
was hun for most of the year, while
Nate was hutt most of his junior
year. Injuries have been hard on
both of Atkinson brothers, but have
more recently affected Nate.
"It's been tough to come back

Ari Haring can be reached at 5817944 or at akhoring@eiu.edu.

Softball wins
Family Weekend games
The Eastern softball team won
both of its weekend games at the
EIU Panther Invitational Saturday
on Sarurday at Williams Field.
Eastern defeated Parkland College
7-0 and Robert Morris College (Chicago) 2-1.
Sophomore pitcher Amber May
threw a complete game in the win
against RMC. She also struck out 13
batters.
Senior second baseman Sarah
Coppen belted a two-run home run
in the win against Parkland.
The Panthers improved to 7-1 in
the fall season.
Their next game will be game
one of the Blue-Gray World Series
at 4 p.m. on Wednesday at Williams
Field.

GET FUZZY I BY DARBY CONLEY
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-Compiled by Assistant Sports Editor
Dan Cusack. Dan Cusack can be reached
at 581 -7944 or at dscusack@eiu.edu.

road we hadn't beaten in a while,"
Reeder said. "We had a great week of
practice, and we came out flat."
Eastern red-shitt junior guard
Chaz Millard said the Panthers had
their best week of practice all season
and he expected the team to perform
at a much higher level than they did.
H e said he thought the Panthers
would come out with a lot more
emotion and play harder..
But that wasn't the case, and Millard said he didn't know why it happened.
"It just seemed flat," he said. '1t
didn't look like we were playing with
a lot of passion. It just seemed dead
out there, and that's not like us.
That's not the brand of football we
like to play."
Reeder said the emotional part
of the game that was the most sickening was the lack of energy on the
sideline.
H e said the Panthers were flat,
and had no emotion or get up.
"I'll take responsibility for that as
being a captain," Reeder said. "I have
to patrol that. If I need to run up
and down the sidelines screaming,
I'm going to do that. It's not going
to happen again."

~be Ne\tt !lork ~imt'
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Scott Richey can be reached at 581 7944 or at srrichey@eiu.edu.

MLB I WHITE SOX 8, TI GERS 2

White Sox beat Tigers,
will face Twins for title
C H ICAGO - Alexei Ramirez
spread his arms wide, raced around
the bases like a little kid and jumped
into Paul Konerko's embrace at
home plate.
No wonder they were so hapPY· The White Sox would play one
more day.

push yourself to the max and are
finally ready to come back, it feels
so rewarding."
Nic's individual goal this year is
to set a good example for how to
train and succeed for the younger team members, while Nate's goal
this year is to run one race before
the end of the year. They couldn't
be happier to compete together.
'1t's been nice finally being on
the team together," Nate said.

PEARLS BEFORE SWINE I BY STEPHAN PASTIS

49
51
52

The Associated Press

from injury," Nate said. "After the
surgery, I thought I'd be fine. But
little nagging injuries keep coming
up. I am starting to get back into
shape, and I should hit 30 miles of
training this week."
Nic, on the other hand, seems
to be fully recovered and in the best
shape of his athletic career.
"I'm feeling better than I ever
have been," Nic said. "It's been
rewarding coming back from an
injury. When you have an injury, you feel as though you're never
going to come back. But after you

Ramirez set a rookie record with
his fourth grand slam of the season,
and Chicago beat Detroit 8-2 in a
rainout makeup Monday, forcing a
one-game tiebreaker against Minnesota for the AL Central tide.
The Twins will visit the White
Sox on Tuesday night with John
Danks starting for Chicago on three
days' rest against Nick Blackburn.

53

ACROSS
55 Host a roast, say
Smidgens
57 Rose
Corp. recruits
60 Suggest
Bill of fashion
61 Garr of "Tootsie"
Home of Zion
62 Designer for
National Park
Jackie
The New Yorker 64 More agreeable
cartoonist Peter
65 Precipitation that
In town
can leave dents
Antique, antiquely 66 Abraded
Formal frock
67 Enclosures with
Extreme
MSS.
Rose
68 Mideast carrier
Bill from the govt.
69 Runs, hits or
Angler's
errors
accessory
Lionel Richie's
DOWN
"You
"
1 Batman and
AIC meas.
Robin, e.g.
Nebraska native
2 Monopoly avenue
Sang like a bird
3 Put down
Tends tots
4 Cover of night?
PC key
5 Travelers to
Base cops
Bethlehem
Rose
6 Some spears
Co. in a 2001
7 Peace Nobelist
merger with Time
Sadat
Warner
Charisse of "Silk
s One begins
Stockings"
"Shall I compare
thee to a
Fill fully
summer's day?"
Waiters' aides
9 Symptom of
Moping
hypothermia
U.S.M.C.
10 1970 Kinks hit
barracks boss
11 Honest-toCase worker:
goodness
Abbr.
"Go ahead, ask"
12 "Nausea" author

Edited by Will Shortz

PUZZLE BY NANCY SALOMON
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21
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28
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30
32
34
37
38

Cracked up at a
comedy club
Former
automaker that
manufactured
trucks in W.W. II
Its capital is
Hamilton
SuperStation
in its.
Hunter's cry
0 -Day carriers:
Abbr.
Volvo rival
Sleuth, informally
Natural alarms
What 1938's
"The War of
the Worlds"
broadcast set off

39

40
44

45
46
47
48
50
54

56

Most trusted
knight of King
Arthur
Yadda yadda
yadda
Help wanted
abbr.
They're relayed
in relays
Heaven on earth
Unmovable ones
Give relief
_
Leppard
Jermaine
six-time N.B.A.
All-Star
"I want in" or
"I want our
indicators, maybe

58

Common arthritis

site

59

Window part

63

Comprehend

For answers, ca 1-900-285-5656, $ 1.49 a m nute; or, w th a
cred t card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annua subscr pt ons are ava abe for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the ast 50 years: 1-888-7 -ACROSS.
On ne subscr pt ons: Today's puzz e and more than 2,000 past
puzz es, nyt mes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share I ps: nyt mes.com/puzz eforum. Crosswords for young
so vers: nyt mes.com/ earn ng/xwords.
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MEN'S SOCCER I SPOTLI GHT

Goalkeepers push each other to improve
Capable, high-level players
confident in each other, help
carry Panthers
By DAN CUSACK
Assistant Sports Editor
The Eastern men's soccer team's goalkeepers are all friends off the field, but the constant
competitiveness with each other has pushed
them to be better in goal. Senior goalkeeper Mark Hansen is the current starter and is a
main reason the Panthers have started the season 5-2-1. But he knows he must play his best
every match because both backups - freshman
Mark Essary and red-shirt freshman Brad Ryan
- are capable of performing at a high level.
"I think all three of the goalkeepers have
done a really good job in terms of preparing
themselves and making sure they are ready to
play," said Eastern head coach Adam Howarth. "It's tough that we can't play all three, but
that's the nature of the beast."
Howarth said he is confident each goalkeeper will be ready whenever they are called
upon. So far this season, Hansen has started all
eight matches and made 27 saves while giving
up just nine goals. Last season, Hansen started
in 14 of the 15 matches he played, but former
Eastern goalkeeper Nick Alexander also started
seven matches.
"Right now I am the starter," Hansen said.
"But (Essary and Ryan) are challenging me
every day, keeping me ready. If (Essary) or

AMIR PRELLBERG ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Freshman goalkeeper Mark Essary makes a save during goalkeeper drills Sept. 16 at the
practice soccer fields. The Panthers have three goalkeepers this season.

(Ryan) are playing best at the time you want
them in because you want the team to succeed."
Hansen said last season the Panthers went
with whatever goalkeeper was hot at the time.
"It is always helps to get into a rhythm and
a routine," Hansen said. "Last season we went

with whatever goalie was hot at the time and
whoever was playing better. It's always a competition, but you always want what's best for
the team."
Hansen has started matches in each of his
four seasons at Eastern. As a freshman, he was
thrown into the starting role, but he said the

experience made him a better player.
"The speed of the play was really fast my
freshman year," Hansen. "Now starting all four
years it slows down. You know where you need
to be to be in position to make plays. You see
everything you can possibly see so it's not (as
fast)."
Essary has played in three matches so fur
this season and has made four saves while giving up two goals. He said the change from club
soccer to college is different because of the size
and speed of the players. He said the competitiveness between the goalkeepers helps each
player.
"It's good to be able to compete, having to
fight for a spot," Essary said. "Having to fight
for playing time, it makes everyone better."
Ryan red-shirred last season and said it was
necessary in his development as a player.
"It's a lot more demanding, plus your not
used to the competitiveness especially in practice," Ryan said. "You were always No. 1 in
high school; now you come in and have to
compete every day."
Ryan said in college it is important to
always be on your toes, but he said his relationship with the other two goalkeepers makes
practice more enjoyable.
"They're great guys - both of them," Ryan
said. "We have fun training, and that makes
everything easier to come out everyday with
two guys you like."
Dan Cusack can be reached at 581 -7944 or at
dscusack@eiu.edu.

VOLLEYBALL! NOTEBOOK

Sophomore hitter Orr plays through bicep injury
ByBOBBAJEK
Staff Reporter

through this."

Panther kills have been down
Sophomore outside hitter Kelsey Orr has
been playing through a bicep impingement
in her right shoulder. She said she injured it at
the Ole Miss Magnolia Class Sept. 13 against
Georgia Tech. For Orr, she hasn't been able to
attack effectively since the injury. She has three
kills in her last five matches. Before the injury,
Orr notched 59 kills.
"It's easy to become negative, but if you
keep from getting negative, it won't get to
you," Orr said.
As an outside hitter, Orr is accustomed to
staying up front and being aggressive. She has
been regulated to the back row the last five
matches.
''Anyone can win and do well but you
have to go through adversity," Orr said. "It
takes teammates and a good coach to get me

For Eastern's last nine matches, only one
player has notched 10 or more kills in a match.
Freshman outside hitter Madison Barr had 10
kills Sept. 20 against Eastern Kentucky.
"We're kind of struggling to get (players)
into a rhythm and stay in a rhythm," said Eastern head coach Lori Bennett.
During the same time, opponents have
scored 359 kills while the Panthers made only
235. Eastern is second to last in the Ohio Valley Conference with 462 kills, only two more
than Eastern Kentucky.

Statistical leaders needed
Of the seven individual statistical categories
in the OVC, the Panthers have only two representatives. Senior middle hitter Lauren Sopcic
is ranked fourth in hitting percentage (.271)

while freshman setter Hannah Deterding compiled 227 assists, good for lOth in the conference. Freshman libero Brittany Wallace was
one of the top diggers in the league before a
cold weekend against Tennessee Tech and Jacksonville State. Wallace has 152 digs this season.
"We train and know the numbers we need
as a team (to win)," Bennett said. "Individually, we need some more people doing these
things to get our team at that point."
Sopcic agreed with her coach about raising stats. She said if the Panthers are able to
put aspects like receiving and setting together,
players will fed off the system and do well individually.
'1f an aspect is lacking, you can't lead in a
category," Sopcic said.

ed an OVC mark of 5-0 to go with their 14-2
overall record.
In team statistical categories, Morehead
State is first in opponent hitting percentage
(.150), assists (728), kills (784) and blocks
(116). They are second in digs (16.72 per set),
hitting percentage (.203) and service aces (87).
Tennessee Tech (7-8, 4-1 OVC) defeated
Eastern on Friday and is second in the league.
1he Golden Eagles are led by senior setter Kappy Lang's OVC leading 553 assists. Junior libero Katie Kenline has 237 digs, fourth in the
conference.
1hird place Austin Peay (11-5, 3-1 OVC)
beat Tennessee State 3-0 on Friday but lost
to Morehead State on Sept. 23. Eastern is the
only team without a conference victory (3-12,
0-5 OVC).

Eagles live up to ran kings
Pre-season OVC favorite Morehead State
has lived up to its hype. The Eagles have post-

Bob Bajek can be reached at 581 -7944 or at
rtbajek@eiu.edu.
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ALL ACCESS WITH RYAN CHILD

England native adapts to a new style of play in the United States
Freshman midfielder Ryan Child made the all the way from trip from Frome, England, to join the
men’s soccer team. After sitting out the first six matches, Child notched his first collegiate assist
Friday against Wright State. Child sat down with Staff Reporter Richard Morse to discuss his new
favorite foods, what he thinks of Eastern and the differences in styles of soccer.

AMIR PRELLBERG | DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Freshman midfielder Ryan Child attempts a shot against Central Arkansas Sept. 20 at Lakeside Field. Child, a native of Frome, England, has notched one assist in two matches so far this season. Child said he came to the United States to get an education and play soccer. He is one of three Panthers from England including sophomore Alex Harrison and junior Chris Pearson.

You came over from
England. What do you miss
most about home?
My mum and my family is what I
miss the most, but everyone has really helped me out. Although I miss
everyone.
Fish and chips, I love them. You
have them here, but they’re just not
the same.
What is one of your most
favorite things about the
United States so far?
There’s a guy on our team, Grey
Genenbacher, he introduced me to
Honey Bunches of Oats.
It’s a breakfast cereal. I love ‘em.
That’s the best thing about America
so far.
That and the weather, the weather
here is a lot better than back home.

What are the benefits of
playing soccer here, as
opposed to England?
The main benefit of being over
here is to get an education, and playing soccer everyday.
Ironically, it is the national sport
in England, but we don’t have a lot
of programs like this.
Seems like more and more English lads that want an education and
are willing to come over here to get
it. You can get an education and play
soccer and that’s what I wanted.
What is the biggest
difference between soccer
here and in England?
No one would believe me when I
said that the longest we traveled back
in England was four hours. And this
weekend we are going to travel six

hours to Ohio State. That’s a lot different, it’s a lot further. It’s also a bit
more aggressive in England, the way
the sport is played. Here it is a bit
more thoughtful.
How do you like American
football and who is your
favorite team ?
I’m a Cowboys fan. I’ll be going
down to Texas a few times this year,
and I’m saving up a bit of money,
because I know how expensive Cowboys tickets are getting with their
new stadium being built.
I found it a bit silly when I was
in England, American football,
but now that I’m here, I really find
myself enjoying it. For some reason,
I don’t know why, I like it. I find
myself enjoying the college games as
well.

What’s your favorite thing
about the campus at
Eastern?
The girls. And the cracks. Not the
drugs, but the laughs I’ve had with
my teammates.
What’s it like having teammates that are also from
England?
It’s big benefit, it has helped me
a lot to settle in. Mick( Galeski) as
well. He was on the team last year.
He even gave me bedding. Things
like that I couldn’t bring on the
plane.
He helped me out a lot.
They know what I’m going
through, they’ve done it as well.
They’ve showed me the ropes.
They’ve shown me where to go.
It’s been really helpful,

I haven’t really gotten stuck on
anything.
My American teammates have
helped me out too, really helping me
settle in.
What has been your
favorite on campus food
selection so far?
Reservation-only dining with
Brad Ryan.
And what is your favorite
deli sandwich from
Taylor Dining?
Ham, salami, lettuce and tomato
(pronounced toe-mah-toe), and my
teammates always laugh at me when
I say tomato.
Richard Morse can be reached at 5818944 or at rjmorse@eiu.edu.
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FOOTBALL I SPOTLI GHT

1

NATIONAL SPORTS

1t's not going to happen again'

FOOTBALL
Fla.Adantic at MiddleTennessee I
7 tonight on ESPN2

Players, coach say
team weren't ready for
Jacksonville State
By SCOTT RICHEY
Sports Editor
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo
said if his team had to play Jacksonville State again, the one thing that
would need to be changed would be
the Panthers' emotional levels.
Spoo, in addition to several Eastern players, said the Panthers came
out flat and never had the right
intensity to pull out a victory against
the Gamecocks.
That low level of intensity was a
contributing factor in Eastern's 2310 loss to Jacksonville State on Saturday afternoon at O'Brien Stadiurn.
"That's the consequence," Spoo
said of the loss. "We got beat by a
much better football team. They displayed exactly what the game is all
about. It's about hitting. It's about
being physical. It's about doing all
the things to make plays and be
emotional. We were none of those."
Spoo said he thought his team
left all of its emotion on the field at
Ulinois State.
H e said the Panthers' coaching
staff tried to sell the Panthers on the
fact they had to play with the same
emotional levels in every game as
they did against the Redbirds.
"The fact that this was a conference game, I thought that would get
us emotionally ready," Spoo said. " It
obviously didn't. There was a lot of
talk and not a lot of action."
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SEE AGAIN, PAGE 9

DAN CUSACK

Peters
paying off
for Eastern

KAROLINA STRACK ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Eastern wide receiver Lorence Ricks, tight end Sean McGrath and wide receiver Charles Graves celebrate in the
first quarter of Saturday's game against Jacksonville State. The Panthers lost the game 23-1 0 at O'Brien Stadium.

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY I SPOTLI GHT

Atkinson twins run together for first time
Red-shirt seasons,
injuries kept Rochester
duo from competing
on same team
By ARI HORING
Staff Reporter
Nate and N ic Atkinson played
baseball and basketball through
eighth grade.
Cross country was never in the
picture until their freshman year at
Rochester H igh School when they
started to run and knew it was the
right decision.
Now both Atkinson brothers
compete for Eastern's men's cross
country team after splitting time
between track and cross country.
"I like the fact that it's a small
team," Nate said. '1t's a small crew
who, unlike track, all train for and
run the same race. It's a very tightknit group. The large amount of
running we do gives a certain enjoyment that nobody understands."
That and the fact both N ate and
N ic have run together for several years have formed them into the
runners they are today.
"Training-wise, we keep each oth-

er honest," N ic said. "We both make
sure that we both get training done
that we need to."
Nate feels the same as his brother.
"It's awesome running with my
brother," Nate said. "We've been
running together since our freshman
year of high school. It's great because
you always have training partner to
run with - especially in the summer."
Nate and N ic might be brothers,
but they are quite different.
Nate is considered more outgoing
while N ic is regarded as shy.
Despite the difference, both are
considered leaders on the cross country team.
N ic leads by example, while Nate,
a team captain, leads by communicating.
But N ate and N ic are more than
just brothers who run together.
They're also best friends. The two
are always around each other and
have always lived together at Eastern. But oddly enough, neither have
ever competed together since they've
been at Eastern until this year.
It seems as though everything that
has happened to N ic has also happened to Nate.

»

SEE ATKINSON, PAGE 9

ERIC HILTNER ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Nate, left, and Nic Atkinson are not only teammates on the cross country
team, but t wins and roommates. The Rochester nati ves had never competed on the same team until they came to Eastern.

Eastern senior forward Brad
Peters was named to the Missouri
Athletic Club's H ermann Trophy
watch list before this season started.
The trophy is the soccer equivalent to the H eisman Trophy, as
it is awarded to the best collegiate
soccer player in the country.
Peters was also named to the
All-Missouri Valley Conference
First Team based on his performance last season.
Before the Panthers played one
match, Peters said none of the
accolades would even matter if he
didn't deliver during the season.
Since that time, Peters has done
nothing short of prove why he
deserved all the preseason hype.
Peters scored his second career
hat trick at Eastern on Friday.
H e scored two first-half goals
and one goal in the second half to
lead the Panthers to a 4-1 victory
on the road against Wright State.
For his fantastic performance,
Peters was named Missouri Valley Conference Offensive Player of
the Week.
Peters was also recognized
nationally by TopDrawerSoccer.
com and CollegeSoccerNews.com
by being named to their National
Teams of the Week.
"H e will be the first to say
thanks to the guys that got the ball
into him," Eastern head soccer
coach Adam H owarth said about
Peters' hat trick this weekend. "He
still had to do a lot to make sure
he scored."
Peters' seven goals so far this
season is tied for tops in the
MVC, and he is the career active
MVC active leader with 30 goals.
For the first time in two seasons, former soccer player Mick
Galeski is not the captain of the
Panthers.
This season, Peters has taken
over the role and has done show
by example.
Peters is a constant fixture after
practice working on his game and
is among the most vocal during
matches.
For some players, the burden of
preseason hype can be devastating
and too much to handle.
But so far this season, Peters
has taken the preseason hype and
used it to lead the Panthers to a 52-I record with his play and leadership.
Dan Cusack can be reached at
581 -7944 or at dscusack@eiu.edu.

EASTERN SPORTS SCHEDULE
MEN'S SOCCER
Wednesday at IUPUI I
6 p.m. - Indianapolis, Ind.

VOLLEYBALL
Thursday vs. SEMO I
7 p.m. - Lantz Arena

CROSS COUNTRY
Friday at Notre Dame Invite
2 p.m. - South Bend, Ind.

I

MEN'S TENNIS
Friday at Ball State Invitational
All Day - Muncie, Ind.

I

WOMEN'S RUGBY
Saturday vs. Ball State I
1 p.m. - Lakeside Field

